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Trevor Brown

a: Trevor Brown

b: Retired broadcast TV engineer

c: None

d: Leeds Beckett University Sub-Aqua

e: Training Officer 2004 to 2018

Diving Officer 2005 to current date

f: None

g: Advanced Diver Open water Instructor

h: Studied Electronics and Television Engineering  

25 years in ITV and 15 years  and running my own TV production company. 
Producing training video’s for industry and live streaming of AGM’s, both of which I 
believe would benefit BSAC. 
My  BSAC training enabled me to save a life by giving BLS (BSAC 2009 safety award)
I have also written an SDC film Making for Divers.  
I have been a company director and spent 20+ years as the chairman of a national club, 
(voluntary role). 
I have experience at both chairing a national club and am familiar with the responsibilities 
of a company director

1: BSAC council is about setting BSAC policies and how we manage our resources.

The resources need focusing at branch level, this is the only place we will reverse our 
membership decline. Its short sighted to expect to fill the membership shortfall by 
increasing the cost of training packs and subscriptions, this will only hasten our demise. 
What we need is more members and that will only come from how we deliver our 
services at branch level and what we charge for them. 
The DFA programme is a good first step, but we need all our instructors on board to 
make it work and to this end it needs it to be F.O.C. for all instructors, we cannot expect 
our branch volunteer instructors to keep giving.
We need council to report back to members, legal expenses need explaining and 
controlling at council level. We need to know who voted  for what, how else are we to 
chose if we should support a re-standing member. All this needs feeding back in full 
council minutes, we are members club after all.
We need a leaner keener BSAC, in a lot of ways the BSAC we had, not the BSAC we 
have now.
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